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Introduction

Recently Y. Tashiro and the present author [35] have studied fibred
Riemannian spaces with almost Hermitian or almost contact metric structure,
and given its applications to tangent bundles of Riemannian spaces. In [23]
we have also studied fibred Riemannian spaces with vanishing contact Bochner
curvature tensor and constructed an example of such spaces which is not a
Sasakian space form.

As the first step, it is natural to consider fibred Riemannian spaces with
invariant fibres normal to the structure vector. Such a space does not admit
nearly Sasakian or contact structure but a quasi Sasakian or cosymplectic
structure. This is a motivation for our study of fibred Riemannian spaces with
quasi Sasakian or cosymplectic structure.

The notion of quasi Sasakian structure on an almost contact metric mani-
fold was first introduced by D. E. Blair [2] and its properties have been
studied by himself, J. C. Gonzalez and D. Chinea [16], S. Kanemaki [19, 20],
J. A. Oubina [28] and S. Tanno [33]. It is known that a quasi Sasakian
manifold with dη = 0 or 2Φ = dη is cosymplectic or Sasakian, respectively, and
there is no quasi Sasakian structure of even rank [2].

An almost contact metric manifold, the structure tensor φ of which is
Killing, is called a nearly cosymplectic manifold, which was introduced by
D. E. Blair [3]. A five-dimensional sphere S5 admits a nearly cosymplectic
structure but not a cosymplectic structure. Besides, M. Capursi [7], D. Chinea
and C. Gonzalez [8, 9], I. Goldberg and K. Yano [15], Z. Olszak [26] and
J. Oubina [28] have introduced new classes of almost contact metric structures
as generalizations of cosymplectic structure. Essential examples of the various
structures are given in the papers cited above.

On the other hand, cosymplectic space forms were studied by S. S. Eum
[13], S. Kanemaki [20] and G. D. Ludden [24]. S. S. Eum [13] defined the
cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor and it vanishes in a cosymplectic space
form. K. Yano [36, 37] considered complex conformal or contact conformal
connection to give sufficient conditions in order that the Bochner or contact
Bochner curvature tensor vanishes. Similar studies were made by T. Kashiwada
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[21] and T. Sakaguchi [30] in the Kaehlerian case and by M. Seine [32] in the
Sasakian case.

As the second step, it is natural to ask conditions in order that a co-
symplectic manifold has the vanishing cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor
and to explore relations of a cosymplectic conformal connection and the
cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor.

In Chapter I, we shall give preliminaries of basic definitions and formulae
of the fibred Riemannian space and study relations among various almost
contact structures.

In Chapter II, we shall deal with nearly Sasakian, quasi Sasakian, Sasakian
or cosymplectic structures in fibred almost contact spaces with invariant
fibres tangent to the structure vector. As its application, we shall give examples
of fibred almost contact spaces with quasi Sasakian, Sasakian and cosym-
plectic structures. Moreover, we shall characterize the cosymplectic space
form.

In Chapter III, we shall treat the case when each fibre is invariant and
normal to the structure vector and deal with quasi Sasakian or various co-
symplectic structures induced in the total space.

A cosymplectic or closely cosymplectic manifold is locally the product of
an almost complex manifold with a 1-dimensional Euclidean space, because
the structure vector is parallel. At the first of Chapter IV, we shall give
a discussion from this view point. We shall also study necessary and sufficient
conditions for the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor to vanish by means
of ^-basis or a cosymplectic conformal connection.

The author would like to express his deep appreciation to his teacher,
Professor Y. Tashiro, who gave him extremely valuable suggestions and personal
and professional support, and Professor K. Okamoto who gave him continuous
encouragements and guidances in prepararion of this paper.

Chapter I. Preliminaries

§1. Fibred Riemannian spaces

Let (M, M, 0, π} be a fibred Riemannian space, that is, M an m-dimensional
total space with projectable Riemannian metric g, M an n-dimensional base
space, and π: M -> M a projection with maximal rank n. The fibre passing
through a point P e M is denoted by M (P) or generally M, which is a
p-dimensional submanifold of M, where p = m — n.

Manifolds, geometric objects and mappings we deal with are supposed to
be of C°° class and manifolds to be connected. Throughout this paper the
ranges of indices are as follows;
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A9B9C9D9E:l929...9m9

h, i,j, fc, / : 1, 2, ..., m,

O9b9c9d9e:l,29...9n9

α, β, 7, (5, ε : n + 1, . . . , n + /? = m ,

unless otherwise is stated.
If we take coordinate neighborhoods (£/, ZΛ) in M and (L7, x f l) in M such

that π(U) = I/, then the projection π is expressed by equations

(1.1) xa = xa(zh)

with Jacobian (dxa/8zl) of maximum rank n. There is a local coordinate
system yα in M n 17 φ 0, (xα, yα) form a coordinate system in (7 and each fibre
M(P) at P in M n £7 is parametrized as

ZΛ = z"(xfl, jα) .

Then we can choose a local frame (Ea, CΛ) and its dual frame (Ea

9 Cα) in t/,
where the components of Ea and Ca are given by

(1.2) E? = dxa/dzl and C\ = δzΛ/^α .

The vector fields Ea span the horizontal distribution and Cα the tangent space
of each fibre. The metric tensor g in the base space M is given by

(1.3) gcb = g(Ec,Eb),

and the induced metric tensor g in each fibre M by

(1-4) 0* = §(€„€„).

We write (EB) for the frame (Eb, Cf) in all, if necessary. Let hyβ" be components
of the second fundamental tensor with respect to the normal vector Ea and
L = (Lcb*) the normal connection of each fibre M. Then we have

(1.5) V = V and Lcί,' + V = 0.

Denoting by V the Riemannian connection of the total space M, we have the
following equations [18, 22, 23, 35]:

F^C*, = L βEfE*m - (Λ/c - V)^/C*. + V<7£Aa +

F E/ = - Γ/^/E,6 - L'f(EfCf + CfE?) - hyί>*C/CΪ ,
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where Γ£ are connection coefficients of the projection V = pV in M, Γ*β those of
the induced connection V in M,

L a _ T <xnba-^ h Λ _ ^ a-fi&anc β — Lcb g gaβ , ny b — nyβ g gba ,

and Pcβ* are local functions in Ό defined by

From (1.6, 1), we see that [Ec,Eb~] = -2Lcb

ccCa, and so the horizontal dis-

tribution is integrable if and only if the structure tensor L vanishes identically.
Let γ be a curve through a point P in the base space M and Jf be the

tangent vector field of γ. There is a unique curve γ through a point P e n~1(P)

such that the tangent vector field is the lift XL. The curve γ is called the
horizontal lift of y passing through P. If a curve γ joins points P and Q in M,
then the horizontal lifts of y through all points of the fibre M(P) define a fibre
mapping Φy : M(P) -> M(β), called the horizontal mapping covering y.

If the horizontal mapping covering any curve in M is an isometry of fibres,
then {M, M, g, π} is called a fibred Riemannian space with isometric fibres.
A necessary and sufficient condition for M to have isometric fibres is

for any vector field X in M, or, equivalently hγβ

a = 0. Here and hereafter AH

and ,4K indicate the horizontal and vertical parts of A respectively.
If the horizontal mapping covering any curve in M is conformal mapping

of fibres, then {M, M, g, π} is called a fibred Riemannian space with conformal
fibres. A condition for M to have conformal fibres is hγβ

a = gyβA
a, where

A = AaEa is the mean curvature vector along each fibre in M . The following
lemma is well known [18].

LEMMA 1.1. // the components L = (Lcb

a) and h = (hyβ

a) vanish identically in

a fibred Riemannian space, then the fibred space is locally the Riemannian product
of the base space and a fibre.

The curvature tensor of a fibred Riemannian space M is defined by

(1.7) κ(x9 Ϋ)z = ?χrΫz - rΫrχZ - rrtaz

for any vector fields X, Ϋ and Z in M. We put

(1-8) K(ED, EC)EB = KDCB EA = KDCB

aEa H- KDCB

ΛCΛ ,

then KDCB

A are components of the curvature tensor with respect to the basis
(EB). Denoting by Kkji

h components of the curvature tensor in (U, ZΛ), we
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have the relations

(1-9) KDCB — Kyi E D^'C^B^H

Substituting (1.6) into the definition (1.7) of the curvature tensor, we have
the structure equations of a fibred Riemannian space as follows [1, 11, 22, 23,
27, 29, 35]:

(1.10) Kdcb" = Kdcb° - Ld\Lcb* + Lc\Ldb* + 2L./LΛ ,

(1.11) KM' = - *VtLΛ + *FcLdb* - 2LΛ V» ,

(1.12) Kdcβ" = Vehft -

- LceΊ/β

(1.13) Kdyb° = %!.,% -

(1.14) X^« = -*PΛ%

(1.15) X^ = Ldyb° + ΛΛ V - V***.' '

(1.17) Kίy/ = Kdy/ + VV. - W. ,

where we have put

(1.18) Xdc()

0 = 3,73 - dcΓΛ

a

b + Γd°eΓcl - Γ*Γ/b ,

(1.19) *VΛLcb* = dtLΛ - ΓfcLeb* - Γ/bLce* + Qde*Lcb* ,

(1.20) *VtLe; = dtL'f + Γd°eLc'β - Γ£L'β - Qdβ*Lc°e

(1.21) *Fd V = SΛ V + /7e V - β-r'V ~ G-/»V '

(1.22) *r,v» = 5-V» - ̂  V. + C*V» - a A% -

βcί" being defined by

β α _ p a I, α
cβ — Γcβ — "β c >

and

(1.23)

(1.24)

(1.25) ""% V = 5, V - ΓSj V - Π, V + L. , V ,

(1.26) *%V6 = a,Λ,% + /X V* - ΠίV* - Vί V. '
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α ")7\ Γ α a r a A T a - L T a T e T a T e

"£') ί-δyb — Uδ^b γ — Vγ^b δ + ̂ e δ^b y ~~ ^e y^b δ >

α OQλ jF « Λ Γ α Λ Γ"α i iPα r^ε Γ*α f^e
•̂ °J ^(5y/3 — Oδ1 γβ ~ Vy1 δβ + * <5ε^ yβ ~ 1 yε1 δβ '

Among these, the functions Kdcb

a are projectable in U and its projections,
denoted by Kdcb

a too, are components of the curvature tensor of the base space
{M, g}. On each fibre M, the functions Kδyβ* are components of the curva-
ture tensor of the induced Riemannian metric g and Lδyb

a those of the curvature
tensor of the normal connection of M in M. The components KDCB

A satisfy
the same algebraic equations as those Kkji

h satisfy.
Denote by KCB components of the Ricci tensor of {M, g} with respect to

the basis (EB) in U9 and by Kcb and Kyβ components of the Ricci tensors of the
base space {M, g} in (17, x f l) and each fibre {M, g} in (17, ya) respectively.
Then we have

α ^Ω\ V V O Γ ^ Γ β IΛ & ΊΛ &.29) Kcb = Kcb - 2Lce Lb ε- hδ chε b

ί\ im j? — **I7 h ε — **f7 h ε -L. *P /li.jυj J±yb — yynε b yεny b -t- veι

α o Ί \ V V ΊΛ elt ε i skr7 I. e T e T a
.31) /Cy/? = /Cy/ϊ — Λy/ϊ Λε e H- Yenyβ — La yLe β .

Denoting by X, K and X the scalar curvatures of M, M and each fibre M
respectively, we have the relation

(1.32) K = KL + K - LcbεL
cbε - hyβeh^e - V* Vβ + 2%fc.M

§2. Certain classes of almost contact structures

Let M be an m-dimensional (m = odd) real differentiate manifold and
a tensor field φ of type (1, 1), ξ a vector field and ή a 1-form on M satisfying the
equations

where / is the identity transformation. Then M is said to have an almost
contact structure. It is known that there is a positive definite Riemannian
metric g on M such that

g(φX, Ϋ) = -g(X, φΫ) and §(X, Ϋ) = g(φX, φΫ) + flf(^)<f(f),

where X and f are arbitrary vectors on M. In this case, (φ, ξ, ή, g) is called
an almost contact metric structure. The fundamental 2-form Θ is defined by
Θ(X, Ϋ) = g(φX, Ϋ)' We denote by V the covariant differentiation with respect
to the Riemannian connection of g and put
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(2.1) A(X9 Ϋ) =

An almost contact structure (φ, ξ, ή) on M is said to be normal if the
almost complex structure J on M x E1 given by

f being a C°° -function on M x E1, is integrable. The integrability is equivalent
to the condition

where N(φ9 φ) denotes the Nijenhuis tensor

N(f, φ)(X, Ϋ) = φ2[X9 7] + IφX, φΫ] - ΦίφX, f] - fax, φΫ~]

of φ. Define a Riemannian metric W on M x E1 by

where / and / are C°° -functions on M x E1. A. Gray and L. M. Hervella
[17] classified almost Hermitian manifolds and gave a class ω4 of Hermitian
manifolds containing locally conformal Kaehler manifolds.

An almost contact metric structure (φ9 |, ή, g) on M is said to be

(a) quasi cosymplectic [7] if A(X, Ϋ) = 0,
(b) closely cosymplectic [5] if φ is Killing and ή is closed,
(c) nearly cosymplectic [3] if φ is Killing,
(d) almost cosymplectic [7, 9, 15, 26] if Θ and /; are closed,
(e) nearly Sasakian [6] if

(rxφ)Ϋ + (P^)X = -2g(X, Ϋ)ξ + f?(l)f + ή(Ϋ)X ,

(/) ίrαns Sasakian [28] if (M x E1, J, W) belongs to the class ω4 of
Hermitian manifolds.

(g) quasi Sasakian [2, 16, 19, 20, 33] if <9 is closed and (φ9 ξ, ή) is normal,
(h) cosymplectic if Θ and /y are closed and (φ9 ξ, ή) is normal,
( i ) contact if ίft/ = Θ,
(7) K-contact iϊ Pή = Θ,
(k) Sasakian if Θ = dή and (φ9 1, /;) is normal.

Then a schematic arrangement of structures is illustrated by the following
diagram:
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where A^B means that the class A of structures is subordinate to the class
B. Concerning properties and examples of the spaces pictured in this diagram,
see [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 15, 16, 19, 20, 26, 28, 33 etc.].

Chapter II. Fibred Riemannian spaces with almost contact metric structure,

the case where the structure vector is tangent to the fibre

§3. Almost contact structures in a fibred Riemannian space

In previous papers [22, 35], we have studied an almost contact metric
structure on the total space of a fibred Riemannian space M having an almost
Hermitian space M as base space and almost contact spaces M as fibres.

Throughout this chapter we consider a fibred Riemannian space M with
such structure, and recall fundamental formulae and some results for the later
use.

Denoting an almost Hermitian structure of M and its lift in the total space
M by (J, g) which is independent of the fibre and an almost contact metric
structure of each fibre M by (φ, ξ, η9 g) which is in general dependent on points
of the base space. If we put

(3.1)

S = Ea + gβΛC
β ® C* ,

then (φ, I, ή, g) defines an almost contact metric structure on M. Conversely, if
there is in M an almost contact structure (φ, f, ή, g), φ is projectable and ξ is
always vertical, then the structure induces an almost Hermitian structure (J, g)
in the base space M and an almost contact metric structure (φ9 ξ, η, g) in each
fibre M.
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We shall denote the covariant differentiation with respect to the frame
(EB) = (Eb, Cβ) in the total space M by VE = EB'F,.. By means of (1.6) and (3.1),
we get [22]

(3.2) (Vcφ)Eb = (rcJb")Ea + (LΛ'φf - Lce«Jb°)Cx ,

(3.3) (Vcφ}Cf = (L^φi - Lc°βJe°)Ea + ( reφ, )C. ,

(3.4) (?yφ)Eb = (**F,V)£. + (hr'bφf - V.Λ')C. ,

(3.5) (Γγφ)Cβ = (h^'φf - hyβ'Je°)Ea + (F ,̂ )C. ,

(3-6) Ft£ = (Lc°xξ*)Ea + (*Fcξ")Cα ,

(3-7) VΊl = (hyβ

aξf)Ea + (F,f )C. ,

(3.8) Fc/7 = (Lcb°ηx)E» + (*Feϊj,)C' ,

(3.9) VΊί\ = (hy\ηx)Eb + (

where we have put

Fe J6 = acJfc

fl + /

(3. 10) **Fy V = δ, V + L/v

ί = δeηt - Qcβ°η, ,

y V = δ, V + L/v

e α _ p α I, α
c/ϊ — rc/? — nβ c '

By use of (3.1) - (3.9), we have

(3.1 1) (̂ ? + Fj#)# cC'j = (Lβ% Jc

e - 2LC
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If we put Θ(X9 Y)^g(JX9 Y) and Θ(X9 Ϋ) = g(φX9 Ϋ) for vector fields
X9 Y in M and X, Ϋ in M, then we get

(dθ)H = dθ ,

(3.12)

dθ(Ec9 CΛ9 Eb) =

C, C,, C.) = *F

dή(Ec9 Eb) = 2Lcb*ηΛ ,

c, C,) = *FC^ -

§4. Nearly Sasakian structures

Y. Tashiro [34] showed that a hypersurface of an almost Hermitian mani-
fold inherits an almost contact metric structure. D. E. Blair, D. K. Showers
and K. Yano [6] proved that a quasi-umbilical hypersurface of a nearly Kaehler
manifold admits a nearly Sasakian structure, that is,

(4.1) φ) + )X = -20(X, ) + ή(X) + ή()X ,

and that a nearly Sasakian structure is Sasakian if it is normal, and the vector
field ξ is Killing. It is known that a five-sphere S5 properly imbedded in S6

admits a nearly Sasakian structure which is not Sasakian.
Now we suppose that a fibred space M is nearly Sasakian. Then it follows

from (3.11, 2) and (4.1) with X = EC9 Ϋ = Cβ that

(4.2) Lebβ J* + 2LceβJb

e + Lcbaφf = gcbηβ .

By taking the symmetric part in b and c, we have

LceβJbe + LbeβJc

e = 2gcbηβ ,

and substituting this into (4.2),

(4.3) 3L^Jb + L^φf = 3gcbηβ .

Moreover, transvecting Ja

b to (4.3), we obtain

(4.4) 3Lacβ + LcbaJa

bφβ* = 3Jacηβ ,

and
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(4.5) L^ζ = Jcb .

On the other hand, transvecting φΛ

β to (4.3) and using (4.5), we get

(4.6) LcbΛ - 3LcefJb°φtl> = JΛη. .

By comparing of (4.4) with (4.6), it follows that

L«.,ΛV.' = 0,

and, by virtue of (4.6), we have

LcbΛ — Jcb1!* '

Moreover we see from (3.11, 2) and (4.1) that

(4.7) * â + Vc4-Wc° = <>

By use of (3.10, 2) and (3.10, 9), we see that the equation (4.7) is equivalent to

(4.8) dcφβΛ - Pcβ

εφεa - PCΛ

εφβε + hΛECφβ

ε - 2hβεcφΛ

ε - hβΛaJc

a = 0 .

Taking the symmetric part in α and /?, we get

(4.9) V£' + W-2VΛ e = o,

the left hand side of which are identical with the coefficients of (3.11, 3).
Substituting (4.9) into (4.8), we obtain the equation

(4.ιo) dcφβΛ - pCΛ%ε - pcβ

εφεa - ϊ(hβεcφ; - hΛE

cφβ

ε) = o.

Besides, we can see that the space M is nearly Kaehlerian from (3.11, 1) and
each fibre M is nearly Sasakian from (3.11, 3). Contracting (4.7) with gβΛ,
we have hΛβag

aβ = 0. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 4.1. The almost contact metric structure (φ,ξ,ή,g) on M is
nearly Sasakian if and only if

(1) M is nearly Kaehlerian,
(2) M is nearly Sasakian,

(3) LJ = JΛξ'9_
(4) dcφβa - Pcβ*φεΛ - Pca

εφβε + hΛ*cφβε + 2VeA. - hβ*aJc

a = 0.
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

§5. Fibred Sasakian space

In this section, we consider the fibred Sasakian space with Einstein or
^/-Einstein metric. In [22], we proved
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PROPOSITION 5.1. The almost contact metric structure on M is Sasakian
if and only if

(1) M is Kaehlerian,
(2) each fibre is Sasakian,
(3) Lcb* = Jcbξ\_

(4) dcφf_ + Pc*φβ

ε - Pcβ*φ* + 2Vc A' = 0,

(5) V»Aβ-V.4' = o.
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M and *VάLc£ = 0.

Next, we suppose that, in addition to the assumptions of Proposition 5.1,
M has conformal fibres and g is an Einstein metric. Then we have Lcb

Λ = Jcbξ
a

and hβιx

a = 0 because each fibre is minimal. By use of (1.29), (1.30) and (1.31),
we get

Kcb = (α + 2)gcb, Kyβ = agyβ - nηyηβ ,

where α = K/m. Hence, by use of (1.32), we get

K = n(K + n + 2p)/p

and then

K = m(n + K)/p .

Conversely, if we substitute hβΛ

a = 0 and Lcb

Λ = Jcbξ
Λ into (1.29) - (1.31), we

have

KCb = KCb ~ Ϊ9cb ι Kγb = 0, Kyβ = Kyβ + nηyηβ .

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M be a fibred Sasakian space with conformal fibres.
Then M is Einstein if and only if

(1) M is Einstein,
(2) Kyβ = ocgyβ - nrjyrjj,

(3) K = n(n + 2p + K)/p,
where α = K/m.

Now, we assume that a fibred Sasakian space with conformal fibres M is
an ^/-Einstein space, that is,

(5.1) Kβ = agβ + bήjή,,

a and b being constant. Then we get

(5.2) Kcb = (α + 2)gcb , Kyβ = agyβ + (b - n)ηyηβ .
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and

(5.3) K = n(a + 2), K = pa + b - n .

On the other hand, we have the relation

(5.4) a + b = m - 1

because ξ satisfies Kβξ'ξ1 = m — 1. By use of the relations (5.3) and (5.4), we
obtain

(5.5)
** * A > ^ "* Λ 9p-ΐ p-\

and the relation

v Y
(5.6) .

n p — 1

Conversely, if the base space M is Einstein, each fibre is ^/-Einstein and the
relation (5.6) is satisfied, then, by use of (1.29) ~ (1.32) and Kγb = 0, we see that
M is f -Einstein.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let M be a fibred Sasakian space with conformal fibres
and p Φ 1. Then M is η-Einstein if and only if

(1) M is Einstein,
(2) each fibre is η-Einstein,
(3) K = nK/(p-l) + n.
In particular, if p = 1, then M is η-Einstein if and only if M is Einstein.

Next, we assume that a fibred Sasakian space M is conformally flat, then
we get

(5.7)

Since the components Kdcβ

a vanish and Lcb

Λ = Jcbξ
Λ by Proposition 5.1, it

follows from (1.12)

(5.8) *rchpβέ - *rdhβΛC + 2(**rβjdc)ηa + 2jdcφβa - hεΛdhβ

ε

c + hεΛChβ

ε

d = o .

Transvecting this equation with ψβa and making use of the equation (5) of
Proposition 5.1, we have

(5.9) 2(p - l)Jdc = hβMJe'h»έ - hβεaJd

ahβ*c .
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Moreover, transvecting this equation with Jdc, we obtain

Hence we see that the dimension of fibre is equal to one and h = (hβΛ

b) vanishes
identically. From this fact and Proposition 5.1, we have Kcb = Kcb — 2gcb by
means of (1.29), and the equation (1.10) implies that

Kdcba = (9daKcb ~ 9caKdb + 9cbKda ~

(5.10)

-- / — ̂ ~^(0da9cb ~ 9ca9db) + ^da^cb ~ ^ca^db ~~ 2JdcJba ,

by use o f w = n + p = n + l and (1.32). From (5.10), we see that M is Einstein,
that is,

(5.H) K* = *0*

If we substitute (5.11) into (5.10), then the curvature tensor of M is reduced to

(5.12) Kdcba = — - ττ(gda9cb - 9ca9db) + JdaJcb - JcaJdb - UdcJban(n — I)

Thus we have

THEOREM 5.4. // the fibred Sasakian space M is conformally flat, then we
have

(1) h = (hβΛ

b) vanishes identically,
(2) d i m M = l ,
(3) the curvature tensor of the base space is of the form (5.12).
In particular, the base space M is a complex space form if and only if

K = n(n + 2).

Since the space of constant curvature is conformally flat, by use of Theorem
5.4, the fibred Sasakian space of constant curvature has 1 -dimensional isometric
fibres and m = n + 1 and K = K — n. Therefore, if we compare the horizontal
components of

with (1.10), then we get

Ύ£ _

/ , ~ QcaQdb) + ^da^cb ~
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From this equation, we see that K = n(n + 2) and then (K — n)/n(n + !)=!.
Hence the base space M is a complex space form with constant holomorphic
sectional curvature 4. Thus we have

THEOREM 5.5. // a fibred Sasakian space M is of constant curvature, then
the base space M is a complex space form with constant holomorphic sectional
curvature 4 and M has l-dimensional isometric fibres.

EXAMPLE 5.6. The Hopf fibering π : S2n+1 -> CP(n) with totally geodesic
fibre S1 (cf. [10, 11]) is a typical example of fibred Sasakian space satisfying the
conditions stated in Theorem 5.5, where CP(n) is a complex projective space of
complex dimension n > 1.

§6. Quasi Sasakian and cosymplectic structures

In [22], we proved

PROPOSITION 6.1. // an almost contact structure (φ, ξ, ή, g) on M is normal,
then the complex structure J on M is integrable and the almost contact structure
(φ, ξ, η) on M is normal.

More precisely, putting

we can see that

PROPOSITION 6.2. An almost contact metric structure on M is normal if and
only if the almost complex structure on M is integrable, the almost contact metric
structure on M is normal and Ncβ* = 0.

If the structure (φ, ξ, ή, g) in M is quasi Sasakian, that is, dθ = 0 and the
structure is normal, then, by means of (3.10, 5), (3.12) and Proposition 6.1, we
can see that M is Kaehlerian, M is quasi Sasakian, and

(6.1) LcbtφβΛ = 0,

(6.2) LΛΛ* + VoΛc = 0,

(6.3) *rcΦβΛ + hβycφ07 + hScφγβ = Q,

(6.4) Ncβ* = 0 .

Hence, from (6.1) and (6.2), we see that the field Lcb

Λ is expressed as the
form Lcb

Λ = Acbξ
a, where Acb is a skew symmetric (0, 2)-form and satisfy
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Jb

eAe

a = Λb

eJe

a. Moreover, by means of (3.10, 2) and (3.10, 9), the relation (6.3)
is equivalent to

BcΦβ* = PcβγΦy« + PcSΦβy

Thus, by means of (3.12) and Proposition 6.2, we can state

PROPOSITION 6.3. The almost contact metric structure on M is quasi Sasakian
if and only if

(1) M is Kaehlerian, i.e. dΘ = 0 and the structure J is integrable.
(2) M is quasi Sasakian., i.e. dΘ = 0 and the structure (φ9 ξ, η, g) is normal,
(3) the field Lcb

Λ is written in the form Lcb* = Λcbξ* with Λcb satisfying
J eΛ a = A eJ a

"(4) 8cφβ

e

Λ = Pciφ7X + Pca>φβyand
(5) JV = 0.

Since the cosymplectic structure is characterized by Vφ = 0 and Vξ = 0, it
follows from (3.6) and (3.12, 2) that

LΛ?" = 0 and Lcb'φβx = 0.

Hence L = (Lcb

Λ) vanishes identically. Moreover, by means of the equations
(3.2) ~ (3.7), we see that M is Kaehlerian, M is cosymplectic and

(6.5) V^*-V<Aα = 0,

(6.6) *W = 0,

(6.7) *Fc?
α = 0,

(6.8) hyβ

aξβ = 0 .

By use of (6.5), hy

β

bφβΛ is symmetric in α and γ and hence *Fcφβ

a = 0 is
equivalent to

(6.9) deφf = Pcβ

εφ* - Pc*φβ

ε - 2hβ

ε

cφ* .

The relation *FCξa = 0 with hyβ

aξβ = 0 is reduced to

(6.10) (U' + PC/^ = 0.

Conversely, if the base space is Kaehlerian, each fibre is cosymplectic and
the equations (6.5), (6.8) ~ (6.10) and Lcb

a = 0 are satisfied, then, by use of
(3.2) ~ (3.7), we can see that M is cosymplectic. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 6.4. The almost contact metric structure on M is cosymplectic
if and only if
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(1) M is Kaehlerίan,
(2) M is cosymplectic,
(3) Lcl

α = 0,

(4) dcφfj^PJφS-P

(5) ΛΛ^-V βΛ β =
(6) ac£

β + W = 0, A = 0.
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

§7. Examples

Now, we shall give new examples of cosymplectic, Sasakian and quasi
Sasakian structures on a 5-dimensional Euclidean space E5 as fibred Riemannian
space. Of course, these examples can be extendable to E2n+l by the same
method of construction.

EXAMPLE 7.1. We denote Cartesian coordinates in E5 by (x l9 x2, x3, x4, x5)
and define a symmetric tensor field g by

9 =

where σ and τ are functions on E5. Then g is a positive definite Riemannian
metric. The inverse matrix of g is given by

/ I 0 0 0 τ \

ft

\

+ τ2

0

στ

0

— τ

0

1

0

0

0

στ

0

1 + σ2

0

— σ

0

0

0

1

0

-τ\

0

— σ

0

I/

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

\ τ 0 σ 0 1

0

σ

0
+ <j2 + τ

2 /

We define an almost contact structure (φ, ξ, ή) on E5 by

/o
1

0

0

\ 0

-1 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

-τ 0

0 0 \

0 0

-1 0

0 0

-σ O /

ί/ = (-τ,0, -σ,0, 1),

I = '(0, 0, 0, 0, 1),
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where A* is the transposed matrix of A. Then (φ, ξ, ή, g) constitutes an almost
contact metric structure on E5. The fundamental 1-form ή and 2-form Θ have
the forms

ή = —τdx1 — σdx3 + dx5 and Θ = dx^ Λ dx2 + dx3 Λ dx4

respectively, and hence

dή = dx1 Λ dτ + dx3 Λ dσ and dθ = 0 .

We seek for the conditions of normality in terms of the Nijenhuis tensor of φ.
The Nijenhuis tensor Nkj

l can be written as ([31])

N*f = A*fo# - WH) ~ Φ?(d& ~ dkft) + fhφί') - ήj(dkξ
l) ,

where the indices h, ί, j, k run over the range 1, 2, ..., 5 for this example. As
components of ξ are all constant, the third and fourth terms of the right hand
side do not appear. Hence non-trivial components of N^ are given by

N24

5 — —σdsτ + τdsσ — d3τ + d1σ ,

Therefore, we can see that E5 with (φ, ξ, ή, g) is
(1) cosymplectic if τ = τ(xl9 x3), σ = σ(xί9 x3) and δ3.τ = δtσ,
(2) Sasakian if τ = τ(x l 5 x2, x3), σ = σ(x l5 x3, x4), d2τ = constant

(= 1) = d4σ9 and d3τ = d1σ9

(3) quasi Sasakian if τ = τ(x l 5 x2, x3, x4), σ = σ(xί9 x2, x3, x4), 34τ = 32σ
and δ3τ = 5̂ ,

where τ and σ are functions dependent only of the coordinates indicated in
parentheses. For example, we can take τ = σ = sin^ + x3) for a cosymplectic
structure and τ = xί + x2 -h 2x3, σ = 2xt + x3 + x4 for a Sasakian one. By
a choice of the functions τ and σ, we obtain pretty extensive examples of quasi
Sasakian structure which are neither cosymplectic nor Sasakian, say
τ = a = sin(x! + 2x2 + x3 + 2x4).

If we take vector fields

E, = '(I, 0, 0, 0, τ) ,

E2 = '(0, 1, 0, 0, 0) ,

Q = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) ,
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C2 = (0,0,0, 1,0),

C3 = (0,0,0,0,1),

then these vector fields form a frame field in E5 and we see that

0 Γ

-ί1 °)\o V
and

/ l + σ2 0 -σ^

g = g(Cβ,C,) = l 0 1 0

\ -σ 0 1 ,

ξ = ξC* = '(0,0,1),

where the indices α, b and α, β run over the ranges 1, 2 and 1, 2, 3 respectively.
Hence the space E5 with (φ, ξ, ή, g) becomes a fibred Riemannian space having
(E2; J, g) as base space and (E3; φ9 ξ, η, g) as fibre.

On the other hand, by the analogous way, (E3; φ, ξ, η, g) with local co-
ordinates (x3, x4, x5) becomes an almost contact metric space and we can see
that (φ, ξ, η) is normal if and only if dsσ = 0. Since the fundamental 1-form η
and 2-form Θ of the fibre E3 are given by

η = —σdx3 + dxs and Θ = dx3 Λ dx4

and

dη = (d4σ)dx3 Λ dx4 + (d5σ)dx3 Λ dx5 ,

we can see that (E3;φ9 ξ, η, g) becomes
(1) cosymplectic if σ = σ(x3), i.e. d4σ = 0 = 55σ,
(2) Sasakian if σ = σ(x3, x4) and d4σ = constant (=1),
(3) quasi Sasakian if σ = σ(x3, x4).

Henceforth, we have constructed a fibred Riemannian space with co-
symplectic (Sasakian, quasi Sasakian) structure having a Kaehlerian space as
base space and a cosymplectic (Sasakian, quasi Sasakian, respectively) space as
fibre.
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§8. Cosymplectic space form

We assume that M is a cosymplectic space with constant ^-holomorphic
sectional curvature k. Then the curvature tensor has the form [12, 20, 24]

V = (9»% - gkiδf

(8.1)

Then, since Lcb" = 0 in the cosymplectic case, the equations (1.10) and
(1.14) ~ (1.17) give rise to

(8.2) KM = - (δdθcb - gdbδ? + Jd"Jcb - JdbJ° - 2 J* Jb°) ,

(8.3)

(8.5) *% V - *% V = 0 ,

(8.5) K^f = ^(gyβδl - gsβδϊ + φyβφt* - φiβφy" - 2φiyφβ*

- Wβ® + M/A" + ηyξ'gtt - ηsξ"gγβ) + VV. - W.

(1.11) and (1.13) are trivial, and (1.12) is equivalent to (8.3). As seen from (8.2),
the base space M is a complex space form and we have

Kcb = i(« + 2)gcbk ,

and

(8.7) £ = K/n(n + 2).

Contracting α and γ in (8.3), using (8.7) and the minimality of M, we get

(8.8) h^h 't =-K(p- l)gΛ/n(n + 2),

and so,

(8.9) \\hxβb\\2 = -(p - ί)K/(n + 2).
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Since K and k is in the relation

k K
(8.10)

4 (m + l)(m - 1) '

we obtain, from (1.32) and Proposition 6.4,

k K K

4 (m - l)(n + 2) (m+ l)(m - 1)

By use of (8.7) and (8.10), we get

(8.11) n(n + 2)K - (p - l)(m + l)K = 0 ,

from which and (8.6),

_ (p + 1) _ __-
yβ 7 ϊ~w ϊ~\{@yβ tfγtfβ) yε<

\P — I j ί W l τ~ 1)

and

Hence we see that

PROPOSITION 8.1. // the fibred space M is a cosymplectic space form, then
the base space M is a complex space form.

In the special case of the codimension p = 1, we have K = 0 and hΛβb = 0
from (8.9). Thus we have

COROLLARY 8.2. // M is a fibred Riemannian space with cosymplectic space
form and one dimensional fibres, then M is locally the product manifold of
a complex space form and E1.

If p φ 1 and M has conformal fibres, then the second fundamental hyβ

a = 0,
because each fibre is minimal in M by means of Proposition 6.4. Moreover we
get K = 0 by use of (8.9), k = 0, K = 0 and K = 0 by the equations (8.7), (8.10)
and (8.11). Therefore we can state that

COROLLARY 8.3. // a fibred Riemannian space M is a cosymplectic space
form and has conformal fibres of dimension p Φ 1, then M itself, the base space
and the fibres are locally Euclidean.
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Chapter III. Fibred Riemannian spaces with almost contact metric
structure, the case where the structure vector is normal
to the fibre

§9. Structures in the total, base and fibre spaces

In this chapter, we consider the case where each fibre is ^-invariant and
normal to |, and deal with quasi Sasakian or various cosymplectic structures in
the total space.

We suppose that a fibred Riemannian space {M, M, g, π} has a projectable
almost contact metric structure (φ, ξ, ή, g), each fibre M is ^-invariant and
normal to the structure vector ξ. Such a space is called a fibred almost contact
metric space with φ-invariant fibres normal to ξ. Then we can easily see that
(φ, ξ, ή, g) has the form

(9.1)

(φ, ξ, η, g) defines an almost contact metric structure in the base space M
and (J, g) an almost Hermitian structure in each fibre M.

Conversely, if, in a fibred Riemannian space M, M has an almost contact
metric structure (φ, ξ, η, g) the lift of which to the total space M is denoted by
the same letters (φ, ξ, η, g\ and each fibre has an almost Hermitian structure
(J, g\ then we can construct an almost contact metric structure (φ, ξ, ή, g) on
the total space M by putting (9.1).

If we apply the differential operator Vc — Ej

cVj and VΊ — Cj

ΊVj to the
equations (9.1) and take account of (1.6), then we obtain

(9.2) (?cφ)Eb = (rcφb

a)Ea + (Leb> Jf - Lce*φb*)CΛ ,

(9.3) (?cφ)Cβ = (LeV,β - Lc\tf)Ea + (*rJf)CΛ ,

(9.4) (?γφ)Eb = (**rγφb

a)Ea + (/I/,// - Λy%Λβ)C. ,

(9.5) (ryφ)cβ = (hγ*jβ* - hyβ°φe*)Ea

(9.6) reξ = (rcξ
a)Ea - (Lce*ξe)cΛ ,

(9.7)

(9.8)

(9.9) **Pyg = 0 ,
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where we have put

= dcξ* + rc°bξ» ,

c ϊf = djβ* + ρcε«J/ - ρc/Λα ,

c9βΛ = dcgβΛ - Qcadβε ~ Qcβ'ϊϊε* >

δyflfta - Lb

e

ygea - La

e

γgbe ,

Γ7 7α _ a Tα Γ'e 7« _ι_ Γ β 7«
KyJ^ — C'y^ — ^ y/3«>ε "I" ^ yεJβ ,

β α _ p α L α
c/5 — rc^ ~~ nβ c -

By use of (9.1), (9.6) and (9.7), we get

(9.11) (dή)H = dη , dή(Cβ, EC) = Q, (dή)v = 0 ,

because ή is projectable. By virtue of (9.1), we have φ(Cβ9 CΛ) = Jβ*. Hence,

we have

PROPOSITION 9.1. The almost contact structure (φ, |, //, g) in a fibred almost

contact metric space with φ-invariant fibres normal to ξ cannot be contact.

§10. Almost cosymplectic structures

An almost contact structure with closed forms Θ and ή is said to be almost

cosymplectic. S. I. Goldberg [15] have examined the integrability of almost

cosymplectic structures and showed that a normal almost cosymplectic mani-

fold is cosymplectic. Z. Olszak [26] gave certain sufficient conditions for

an almost contact structure to be almost cosymplectic. In this section, we

consider almost cosymplectic structures in fibred Riemannian spaces.

Taking account of (9.2) ~ (9.5) and (9.10), we obtain the following relations

among the fundamental 2-forms Θ in the total space, Θ in the base space

M and Ω in the fibre spaces M:

(dθ)H = dθ ,

dΘ(Ec,Eb,CΛ) = 2Lcb

εJεΛ9

(10.1) _ _

c9 cβ9 ca)=*rcjβΛ - VcΛα - fc.V* >

(dΘ)v = dΩ .
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Since dή = 0 and dΘ = 0 for an almost cosymplectic structure, by means
of (10.1, 2), we get Lcb* = 0. By use of (9.10, 3) and (9.10, 9), we see that
dΘ(Ec, Cβ, CΛ) = 0 is equivalent to

Thus, referring to (9.11) and (10.1), we have

PROPOSITION 10.1. The almost contact metric structure (φ,ξ,ή,g) on the
fibred space M is almost cosymplectic if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) the base space is almost cosymplectic,
(2) each fibre is almost Kaehlerian,

(3) Lef = 0,and
(4) dcJβΛ - Pcβ

εJEΛ - PCΛ*Jβε = 0.

Moreover, if a fibred almost cosymplectic space M has isometric fibres,
then the second fundamental form h = (hΛβ

a) with respect to Ea vanishes identi-
cally. Therefore, by means of Lemma 1.1, the fibred space M is locally a
Riemannian product space of the base space and a fibre.

Conversely, if a space M is almost cosymplectic and M is almost Kaehle-
rian, then the product space M = M x M becomes an almost cosymplectic
space by means of Proposition 10.1 and the equations (9.11) and (10.1). Thus
we have

COROLLARY 10.2. // a fibred space M with almost cosymplectic structure
has isometric fibres, then M is locally the product of an almost cosymplectic space
and an almost Kaehlerίan space, and vice versa.

§11. Normality of the induced almost contact metric structure on M
and quasi Sasakian structures

The Nijenhuis tensor of an almost contact structure (φ, ξ , η ) in the base
space M is given by

(11.1) Ncb* = φc

e(deφb

a - dbφe

a) - φb

e(deφc* - Scφe

a) + ηe(dbξ ) - ηb(dcξ
a) .

On the other hand, the Nijenhuis tensor of an almost complex structure
J = (Jβ

Λ) in the fibre is given by

Nyβ* = Jγ

ε(djβ* - dβj*) - jβ*(djy* - dyjε*) .

In our envisaged case, the Nijenhuis tensor N of the almost contact
structure ( φ , ξ 9 ή ) of the total space M is given by the expression (11.1) with
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(φ, ξ, ή) in place of (φ, ξ, η), and it splits into the following components:

(11-2)
Nd = Φc

e(SeJβy) ~

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 11.1. In order that the almost contact metric structure on M is
normal if and only if the almost contact structure on M is normal, the almost
complex structure on M is integrable and Ncβ

y vanishes identically.

If the structure (φ, ξ, ή, g) is quasi Sasakian, that is, the structure is normal
and dΘ = 0, then the structure vector ξ is Killing [2, 33], i.e.,

= Vfli + VAt = 0

where &~ξ indicates the Lie derivation with respect to |, and it is known that

LEMMA 11.2 [2]. A quasi Sasakian manifold M is cosymplectic if and only
if r$ = o.

LEMMA 11.3 [33]. In a quasi Sasakian manifold M, we have

Assume that the almost contact metric structure (φ, f , //, g) in M is quasi
Sasakian and projectable. In this case we call M a fibred quasi Sasakian
space. Then, by means of (9.1, 2), (9.3) and Lemma 11.3, we obtain

(n.3)

By means of (10.1, 3), it follows

(11.4) VcΛ + VΛ = °>

Hence, trans vecting Jβ<x with (11.4), we get

(11-5) W* = 0,

that is, each fibre is minimal in M. By means of (10.1), Proposition 11.1 and
(11.5), we have

PROPOSITION 11.4. The almost contact metric structure (φ, ξ , ή , g ) on M is
quasi Sasakian if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(1) the base space is quasi Sasakian,
(2) each fibre is Kaehlerian,
(3) Lc/ = 0,
(4) dtJf.-Ptf

tJlt-Pat Jβt = Q,aiid
(5) Nc/ = 0.
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

In addition, if M has conformal fibres, then the second fundamental form
h = (hyβ

a) vanishes identically. We have seen the normal connection L = (Lcb

Λ)
of M in M is zero. Consequently the fibred quasi Sasakian space M is
locally the Riemannian product space of the base space and the fibre by means
Lemma 1.1.

Conversely, if a space M is quasi Sasakian and M is Kaehlerian, then
the product space M = M x M becomes a quasi Sasakian space by use of
Proposition 11.1 and the equation (10.1). Thus we have

COROLLARY 11.5. // a fibred quasi Sasakian space M has conformal fibres,
then M is locally the product of a quasi Sasakian space and a Kaehlerian space,
and vice versa.

§12. Nearly cosymplectic and closely cosymplectic structures

An almost contact manifolds, whose almost contact structure tensor is
Killing, is called a nearly cosymplectic manifold, which was introduced by
D. E. Blair [3]. It is known that a five-sphere S5 as a totally geodesic
hypersurface of S6 carries a non-normal nearly cosymplectic structure [4]. In
particular, if a nearly cosymplectic structure is normal, then it is cosymplectic.

D. E. Blair and D. K. Showers [5] introduced the notion of closely
cosymplectic structure by the condition that φ is Killing and ή is closed, and
showed S6 x S1 admits this structure. Clearly, a closely cosymplectic structure
is nearly cosymplectic but the converse is not true, in general. For example,
it is known that S5 is a nearly cosymplectic manifold but not a closely
cosymplectic manifold in view of the following

LEMMA 12.1 [5]. Every 5-dimensίonal closely cosymplectic manifold is
cosymplectic.

By virtue of (9.2) ~ (9.7), components of V^ih + V{φjh with respect to a
frame EA = (Ea, CΛ) are given by

\ = Lc\ψeb
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+ ^Φjh)Ej

cCβE
h

a = Lca*Jβa - 2Lc*βφea - La*βφce ,

and components of J&?|0 by

(tyh +

(12.2) (tyfr +

Assume that the total space M admits a nearly Sasakian structure, which is
characterized by the equation

(12.3) Fjφih + Fiφjh = -2g^h + ή^ + ̂ gjh .

The component of the right hand side of (12.3) with respect to Cy ® Cβ ® Ea is
reduced to —2gyβηa. Comparing this component with (12.1, 5), we get

(12.4) hy

εjβε + VΛ ~ 2VΛ. = -2ffy^α -

Since the vector field ξ is Killing in a nearly Sasakian manifold [6], by means
of (12.2, 3), hyβaξ

a = 0. Transvecting ξa with (12.4), we have gyβ = 0. This is
a contradiction. Thus we can state

PROPOSITION 12.2. A fibred almost contact metric space with φ-invariant
fibres normal to ξ does not admit a nearly Sasakian structure.

If the structure (φ, ξ, ή, g) is nearly cosymplectic, then φ is Killing by the
definition and it is known [3] that the vector field | is Killing. Hence we see
that M is nearly cosymplectic and M is nearly Kaehlerian by means of (12.1, 1)
and (12.1, 6) respectively. Moreover, by means of (12.2, 2) and (12.1, 2), we get

Lebβξ
b = 0, Lc*Λφeb=-Lb*Λφec

and (12.1, 3) implies

or equivalently,

By these relations, we obtain

Lcbβ =
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LΛβJf = -lLceΛφb* = -9Lc

d

yJ:φedφb* = 9LcbβJΛ* ,

that is, Lcbβ = 0.
From (12.2, 3), we have hβΛ

eηe = 0 and hence

Vβ" = o
by the contraction of (12.1, 5) in β and y. By use of (9.10), we see that

(12.5) *rJβΛ + Λ/c4 - hβSΦce = 0

is equivalent to

sjβa - W« - Pto Jβ, + 2VΛ + VΛ - VAβ = o.
Thus we have

PROPOSITION 12.3. The almost contact metric structure on a fibred space M

is nearly cosymplectic if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) the base space is nearly cosymplectic,
(2) each fibre is nearly Kaehlerian,

(3) Lcb* = Qand_

(4) ddjβa - VΛ. - P*'Jβ + 2 VΛ + *. V* - hβ;φde = o.
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

If M has conformal fibres, then the second fundamental form h = (hyβ

a)

vanishes identically. Consequently the nearly cosymplectic space M is locally
the Riemannian product of a nearly cosymplectic and a nearly Kaehlerin space
by means of Lemma 1.1.

Conversely, if a space M is nearly cosymplectic and M is nearly Kaehlerian,
then the product space M = M x M becomes a nearly cosymplectic space by
use of (12.1) and Proposition 12.3. Thus we have

COROLLARY 12.4. Let M be a fibred space with a nearly cosymplectic
structure. If M has conformal fibres, then M is locally the product of a nearly
cosymplectic space and a nearly Kaehlerian space, and vice versa.

REMARK. To prove Corollary 12.4, we have introduced the fibred almost
contact metric space with ^-invariant fibres normal to ξ. But, even if we consider
the case that each fibre is ^-invariant and tangent to ξ, it is possible to prove

Corollary 12.4 by exchanging the base space and the fibre.

If a structure (φ, ξ,ή,g) is closely cosymplectic, then φ is Killing and ή is
closed by definition. A closely cosymplectic structure is nearly cosymplectic,
and Vή = 0 because | is Killing in a nearly cosymplectic manifold [3]. Hence,
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by a similar method to that of the case of nearly cosymplectic structure, we
have the following

PROPOSITION 12.5. The almost contact metric structure on the fibred space
M is closely cosymplectic if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the base space is closely cosymplectic,
(2) each fibre is nearly Kaehlerίan,
(3) Lcb* = Qand_

(4) ddJβΛ - Pdβ

εJεΛ - Pda

εJβε + 2VΛ + Λ.V* - VΛβ = °
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

COROLLARY 12.6. Let M be a fibred space with a closely cosymplectic
structure. If M has conformal fibres, then M is locally the product of a closely
cosymplectic space and a nearly Kaehlerίan space, and vice versa.

§13. Quasi cosymplectic and cosymplectic structures

M. Capursi [7] has introduced the notion of quasi cosymplectic structure
by the property A(X, Y) = 0, the tensor A defined in (2.1). The notion includes
closely cosymplectic and almost cosymplectic ones, and the space (S2 x E4) x E1

is an example of quasi cosymplectic manifold which is neither closely co-
symplectic nor almost cosymplectic nor cosymplectic.

In this section, we state characterizations of fibred spaces with quasi
cosymplectic structure. By use of (9.2) ~ (9.7), components of the tensor A with
respect to the frame (Ea, CΛ) are given by

KφfW - ηbφcΎeξ° ,

A+VcE\Ct = LΛ'Jf - LJφf + LjJfφc

eφb

d + Leb"φ< - Led*ξdφc

eηb ,

Ajί'Έ{Ci

βEk

a = L Jf - Le"βφc* - LΛVAV. ,

- Lb

e

yφe° + (Ld°βφ< - L.'̂ /)

α / Λ ί ί _ L - ί ι ε ΎδΎΛλ d j- if Λ Tε

dΨb + nδ dJy Jε ψb + Λε bJy ,

A hri C{ C a — V TΛ -4- TεTδt
Λβ C yC β^h — VyJβ + Jy Jβ Y

If M is a quasi cosymplectic space, then (13.1, 1) and (13.1, 7) imply that
the base space M is quasi cosymplectic and each fibre M is quasi Kaehlerian,
that is, PyJβ" + JγεJβ

δPεJδ

Λ = 0. Taking the symmetric part of the covariant
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component of (13.1, 3) with respect to the indices a and c, we have

(13.2) Wc + W β = °

Trans vecting ξc and φj successively to this equation, we obtain

(13.3) W = 0.

Then it follows from the equation (13.1, 5) that

(13.4) Leayφ* = LcaβJγ<> .

Substituting this into (13.1, 3), we obtain

and this together with (13.3) gives Lce" = 0.
On the other hand, if we take the skew symmetric part of the covariant

component of (13.1, 6) with respect to the indices y and α, we get

(13.5) Λ/Λ = *M' '

or equivalently

L b _ L α TλT
nγβ — nλ bjy Jaβ '

If we transvect J/ to (13.5) and contract in the indices y and λ, then
hΛβ

egΛβ = 0. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 13.1. The almost contact metric structure in a fibred space M
is quasi cosymplectic if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the base space is quasi cosymplectic,
(2) each fibre is quasi Kaehlerian,
(3) Lcί,« = 0,

(4) hy\JjΛ = hβ*eJyΛand

(5) (*pe j/μ/ + (*reJβ*)φc

e = o
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

If, in addition, M has conformal fibres, then the second fundamental
form h = (hyβ

a) vanishes identically. Hence, by the same argument to that of
Corollary 11.5, we have the

COROLLARY 13.2. // a fibred space M with quasi cosymplectic structure has
conformal fibres, then M is locally the product of a quasi cosymplectic space and
a quasi Kaehlerian space, and vice versa.
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To the contrary, if a fibred almost contact metric space with ^-invariant
fibres normal to ξ is cosymplectic, that is, V$* = 0 and PJ|h = 0, then by
a similar method to that of the case of nearly cosymplectic structure, we have
the following

PROPOSITION 13.3. The almost contact metric structure on a fibred space M
is cosymplectic if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the base space is cosymplectic,
(2) each fibre is Kaehlerian,
(3) Lcft

α = 0,
(4) hγ\jβΛ-hγΛΛb* = o,_
(5) dcJf - Pcβ

λJλ" + Pcλ*Jβ

λ + 2 VΛβ = 0,
(6) hy"eξ* = Q.
In this case, each fibre is minimal in M.

COROLLARY 13.4. // a fibred space M with a cosymplectic structure has
conformal fibres, then M is locally the product of a cosymplectic space and
a Kaehlerian space, and vice versa.

Chapter IV. Cosymplectic structure and cosymplectic Bochner
curvature tensor

§14. Closely cosymplectic and cosymplectic structures

Up to the present, we have considered various almost contact metric
structures from the view point of fibred Riemannian space. However, if the
structure vector field ξ is parallel, 7ξ = 0, like a closely cosymplectic or co-
symplectic structure, then the manifold is locally the product of a Riemannian
manifold with a 1-dimensional Euclidean space. We have scarcely seen discus-
sions on closely cosymplectic or cosymplectic manifolds from this view point in
the literature. For this reason we give here a treatment of such manifolds as
product Riemannian manifolds.

We assume that the structure vector field ξ of an almost contact metric
manifold M is parallel. Then M is locally the Riemannian product M =
M x E1 of a Riemannian manifold M with a 1-dimensional Euclidean space
E1. The vector field | is unit and tangent to E1. Therefore, in the trivial
sense, the manifold M has a structure with 1-dimensional fibre M = E1

discussed in Chapter II. The almost contact metric structure is expressed in
the form

, _
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and the horizontal part J = φH satisfies the equation J2 = —I. It is noted
that h and L vanish identically.

If the structure is closely cosymplectic, V$* + V$* = 0 , then it follows
from (3.3) and (3.4) that

ryφ* = dyj = (̂  + rfaC^Ef = 0 ,

hence φ is projectable and the projection J gives an almost complex structure
on M. By means of (3.2) in the cosymplectic case or (3.11, 1) in the closely
cosymplectic case, we can state the following

PROPOSITION 14.1. A cosymplectic (resp. closely cosymplectic) manifold M
is the Riemannίan product M x E1 of a Kaehlerian (resp. nearly Kaehlerian)
manifold M with a 1-dimensional Euclidean space E1.

Therefore the nature of the manifold M is characterized by that of the
manifold M. If we take a local coordinate system (xfl, y) in M = M x E1

9 then
non-trivial components of the curvature tensor of M are only Kdcb

a = Kdcb

a.
The cosymplectic Bochner curvature B = (Bkjih) is defined by

+ ΦjhHik - ΦβHhk + ΦkiHhj + IΦihHjk

+ 2φkjHhi}/(m + 3) + K{(gkh - ήkήh)(gji - ήjήi) - (gjh - ήjήh)(gki - ήkήi)

- ΦkhΦtj + ΦjhΦtk + 2φkjΦhi}/(™ + l)(w + 3) ,

where H^ = φikKkj = —Hβ. It is easily seen that B has non- trivial components

ca . *

JcaHbd - JcbHad + JdbHac + 2JbaHcd + 2JdcHab]

τϊ
/ , ~ 9ca9db ~

Since Hcb — Jc

eKeb, K = K and m = n + 1, the components Bdcba are the same as
Bochner curvature tensor B defined on the Kaehler space M (for the detail of
Bochner curvature, see [21, 23, 36] etc.). Hence we can state that

PROPOSITION 14.2. A cosymplectic manifold M with vanishing cosymplectic
Bochner curvature tensor is the product of a Kaehlerian manifold M with vanishing
Bochner curvature tensor and a 1-dimensional Euclidean space E1.
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Let {eί9..., eq, Jei = e1 *,..., Jeq = eq*} be a J-basis in M with 2q = n, and

the indices A, μ and A*, μ* run over the ranges 1, ..., q and 1*, ..., q*

respectively. The symbol \a\ means that

\a\ = λ for a = λ or A* ,

and \a\, \b\9 |c|, |d| φ means that |α|, |fc |, |c|, |d| differ from one another.

For the Bochner curvature tensor, T. Kashiwada [21] proved

PROPOSITION 14.3. Let M be a Kaehler manifold with n = 2q ^ 8. // the

relation

(14.1) Kdcba = Q ( |β | , |6|,k|, |d|*)

holds for every J-basis {eλ, eλ*}, then the Bochner curvature vanishes. The

converse is true.

PROPOSITION 14.4. Let M be a Kaehler manifold with n = 2q^S. Then

the necessary and sufficient condition in order that the Bochner curvature tensor

vanishes identically is

(14.2) H(eλ, eλ*) + H(eμ9 eμ*) = ZH(eλ9 eμ) (λ * μ)

for every J-basis (eλ, eλ*), where H(X, Y) means that the sectional curvature with

respect to the plane spanned by X and Y.

Combining Propositions 14.2, 14.3 and 14.4, we have

COROLLARY 14.5. Let M be a cosymplectic manifold with dimension m ̂  9.

// the relation (14.1) is satisfied for every φ-basis {eλ, eλ*, |}, then the co-

symplectic Bochner curvature tensor of M vanishes and vice versa.

COROLLARY 14.6. In a cosymplectic manifold M with dimension m ̂  9,

in order that the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor vanishes identically,

it is necessary and sufficient that the relation (14.2) holds for every φ-basis

{e*> e**> I}-

EXAMPLE 14.7. The locally product manifold M^c) x M2( — c) of constant

holomorphic sectional curvature c(^0) and — c with dim Mx + dim M2 = 2q ̂  4

and min{dim M1? dim M2} ̂  2 is a Kaehler manifold with vanishing Bochner

curvature [25]. Hence the space M = Mx(c) x M2( —c) x E1 is a cosymplectic

space with vanishing cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor by means of Prop-

osition 14.2. But, by means of Proposition 8.2 or Corollary 8.3, such a space

M does not become a cosymplectic space form because Mt(c) x M2( — c) is not

a complex space form.
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§15. Cosymplectic conformal connection

In this section, we consider a cosymplectic conformal connection and give
a sufficient condition in order that a cosymplectic manifold has the vanishing
cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor.

Let M be a cosymplectic manifold with structure (φ, ξ, ή, g)9 and D an
affine connection with coefficients Λjf which satisfies

and

ΛJ? - ΛJ = -

where α is a scalar field, pk the gradient of a scalar field p and uh a vector field.
Denoting by /J* the Riemannian connection of M, Λjf are given by

Λjf = Γjt + (δf - ήjξh)Pi + (tf - ftl*)^ - ph(gjt - ήjήt) + #βl + ̂  - iV ,

where we have put

(15.1) Ph = Pk9
kh, qh = PkΦk

h, qi = qhdhi

and p satisfies

(15.2)

In this case, an affine connection D is said to be cosymplectic conformal con-
nection [14]. From (15.1) and (15.2), we have

pkΦik = -it , ikΦik = Pi > Φkhpk = qh , Φkhιk = -ph

(15.3)
Pk1k = 0 , pkp

k = ^ςfk .

Now, the curvature tensor of Ajt

h is defined by

V = M/ - 8jΛki

h + ΛjΛj* - ΛjfΛu

l .

By a straightforward computation, we have the expression

Rkji

h = Kkji

h - (δ£ - ήkξ
h)Pjί + (δ} - ήjξh)pki - pk

h(gji - ήjήi)

where we have put
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Pβ = PjPi ~ PjPi + qjQi + λ(§ji ~ ήjfίi)/2 ,

4ji = Vj<li ~ PjQi ~ PAj + Mi/2 ,

and λ = pkp
k.

Then we can see that the curvature tensor Rkjί

h satisfies the relations

V + V + V = 2riy(2ω>* - pfί* - M") + 24 (2^P

Λ - rkq
h - λφk

h)

and

+ 2φik(2qjP

h - ?jqh - λφf) .

Hence if we assume that

?Jq*-2qjp'' + tft = 0,

then the curvature tensor R satisfies the first Bianchi identity and we get

Rkβh = Rihkj-
For any ^-holomorphic section σ = (X , φX), the ^-holomorphic sectional

curvature with respect to the cosymplectic conformal connection is defined by

g(X,X)g(φX,φX)

Then H(σ) is uniquely determined by the holomorphic section σ and is inde-
pendent of the choice of X on σ. If this holomorphic sectional curvature is
independent of the holomorphic section at each point of M, then a cosymplectic
conformal connection D is said to be of constant ^-holomorphic sectional
curvature.

If a cosymplectic conformal connection D is of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature, then we have

+ ΦkhΦji — ΦjhΦki — IΦkjΦih} 9

c being a scalar. By use of (15.4) and (15.5), we obtain

for every ^-basis {eλ, eλ*9 ξ}. Thus, by virtue of Corollary 14.5, we have

THEOREM 15.1. If an m(^9)-dimensional cosymplectic manifold M admits
a cosymplectic conformal connection D which satisfies

riq» - 2qip
h + λjf = 0
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and is of constant φ-holomorphic sectional curvature, then the cosymplectic
Bochner curvature tensor of M vanishes.
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